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In this presentation we show how optical trapping can be used to fix and manipulate individual micron-sized samples and at the same time investigate their internal nanostructure by X-ray microdiffraction. Multilamellar liposomes in the form of highly diluted colloidal dispersion were trapped by light tweezers in single or multiple positions in the optical path of a 1 µm X-ray beam and analyzed by scanning microdiffraction in the plane perpendicular to the X-ray beam. The validity of this technique is demonstrated for clusters of about 30 multilamellar liposomes (3 x 6 µm large cluster). The signal to background ratio shows that single liposome measurements are feasible. Moreover, this technique not only allows investigating single sample entities, but also changing simultaneously by remote control microfluidics the environmental conditions (pH, salinity, chemical potential by other interacting molecules etc.). Single particle chemistry becomes feasible. Further, multiple traps of different samples enables to induce the interaction between them, once they are brought into contact by the optical tweezers. Examples, possibilities and potential of this new technique are presented and discussed.
[1] Amenitsch H., Cojoc D., Rappolt M., Sartori B., Laggner P., Ferrari E., Garbin V., Burghammer M., Riekel X-ray diffraction, strain-stress measurements, Laue method Scanning X-ray microdiffraction [1] combines the use of high brilliance synchrotron sources with state-of-the-art achromatic X-ray focusing optics and large area detector technology. Using either white or monochromatic beams, it allows for orientation and strain/stress mapping of polycrystalline materials with large grain size (bulk materials) using white beam and small grain size using monochromatic beam (ion beam sputtered thin films) with submicron spatial resolution. Evolution of strain fields in materials conducted by external loading conditions (tensile or compressive testing) can be studied by performing in situ testing. White microdiffraction can then be used to study metallurgical alloys with grain size greater than the beam spot (typically 1x1 micron). Evolution of the stress field in shape memory alloys has been characterized using white beam Laue diffraction. It allows following the evolution of the strain/stress field in a grain, surrounded by other grains and subject to external loading. When the internal load reaches a critical value, the austenitic phase transforms to martensite in order to accommodate the stress field and reduce internal load in the primary phase. With the sub-micron resolution of the microdiffraction, we are able to follow the stress field evolution in a single grain and also between the martensite variants during the whole transformation of the grain due to the external loading. Due to the experimental, Laue microdiffraction beamlines allows changing from white to monochromatic beam without position change on the sample. So it is possible to use both techniques to characterize samples with grain size lower than the beam spot, as thin film on substrate: Delamination mechanisms of a thin metallic film (such as gold) adherent to a substrate can be analysed in situ by applying compressive stress to the substrate covered by the thin metallic film (500nm thick) during white beam and monochromatic microdiffraction scanning. White
